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A unique event inS.U. history
Homecoming'71— will get under way
tonight and continuefor the next four
days to demonstrateits theme of
"Unity Within Diversity". The revamped program promises to providea new
and varied approach to bringing S.U.
together. The whole University
community can show its support
and interest beginning:

TONIGHT: The Athletes' Day pregame prep rally is from 3-5 p.m. in
the CampionTower dining hall. S.U.
andWeber State playersand coaches
will be introduced,as well as the
coaches and teams of S.U.s other
major sports. A freshmen game
pitting the Papoosesagainst Everett
Community College at 5: 50 p.m.
precedes the varsity showdown
betweenWeber Stateand the revengeminded Chieftains at 8 p.m.in the
Seattle Center Coliseum.Buses will
leavefrom Bellarmine at 6:45 p.m.;
50c per rider. At halftime the alumni
stars of 1951 and 1961 will once
againperform for the old alma
mater— only this time, it will be
\
against eachother.
A Happy Hour (or two) will follow
the £a me from 10:30 p.m. to 12: 30
a.m. in Campion. The 75c admission
buys the music of S. M. Unlimited.
Beverages are free.
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TOMORROW: Participationis the
key word for "Better Look at Yourself
Night", from 7: 30 to 9:30 p.m. in
Pigott Auditorium. Dialoguewill
center around such discussion topics
"The Black White Struggle".
Fr. Michael Toulouse, S.J., will speak
on thedifficulties of truly communieating. Mr. George Jcannot of the
Theologydepartment will also speak.
Students Afro-AmericanMovement
for Equality and Teatro Inigowill
perform skits, and Connie Rayford
and S.U. folk group "Far Cry" will
provide musical entertainment
to the accompanimentof a light show.

BURGER WILL undergo open heart surgery
Wednesday, Jan. 27, at Good Samaritan Hospital
in Portland. During the lengthy procedure, Burger will need 50 pints of transfused blood to keep
him alive.
The Burgers' hospital insurance does not cover
the costly expense of transfusions, so Barbara is
appealing to the S.U. community for help. And,
so far, the community has not been slow in re-

.

sponding.

Alpha Phi Omega has arranged to bring a
King County Blood Bank BloodMobile on campus

central
SATURDAY: Homecoming's
event, the Alumni - Student dance,
takes place from 9 p.m. to 1: 30 a.m.
in theGrand and Spanish ballrooms
°f tne OlympicHotel. Norm Hoagy
an< s Orchestra will'performin
the Spanish; SpringfieldRiflesand
the Versatiles will share the stage
in the Grand. Formalattireis
but don't come grubby.
It'sBYOB (make sure you have
adequate1.D.), with mixers,ice, and
glasses provided. Under age types
should planto come bottle-less. The$6
per coupleprice tag makes this
HomecomingDance a pleasantly
inexpensiveone, considering
it buys.
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SUNDAY: Displays,ethnic and
conventional food, ethnic folk dances
and a fashion show are featured in
bazaar-styleCultural Day, from
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.in the Campion
dining room. Participantswill
include SAAME,Hawaiian Club,
International Club, and Filipino,
Italian, German, Irish, Polish, and
Mexicanstudents, as wellas foreign

students from Jamaica, Thailand,
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Micronesia, Canada, Japan,Free
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China and HongKong. Admissionis
onlya quarter, with a $1 maximum
per family. A dance follows, also in
Campion,from 10 p.m. to 1a.m. with
proceeds going to the Seattle Central
Area Catholic Schools' Library
Resource Centers. Admissionis $1.25
stag, and $2.25 drag.
MONDAY: A dayin the snow at
Crystal Mountain caps off the
Homecoming activities The $6 Ski
Carnival fee pays for a mealticket,
dance, and transportationby bus) to
and from theresort. If you feel like
"chaining up" the V-W and driving
it yourself, the meal ticket is $1 and
the dance free. Prizes|wi?l be awarded
in two races, one for real liveskiers
and an obstacle raceifor anyone who
can get on the course, with or
without skis. (Non-bus ridersmust
pay a $1 entry fee for the races.)
The Washington Ski Institute will
provide a ski-jumping exhibition.
Buses will leave from the Bellarmine
oarking lot at 8:30 a.m. (ski lesson
buses will leave onehour! earlier) and
ret'imfrom Crystal Mountain at 4: 30
n.m. Even if you don't ski, there's
n'entv to do. <For those interested
only in a bus ride to Crystal, the
round trip is $4.50)

SEE PAGE THREE
FOR HOMECOMING FEATURES

today, and the I.X.'s and Spurs have also pledged
their help.
THE BLOODMOBILE will be parked on 11th
Aye. between Bellarmine and the library until 4
p.m. today. Donors are asked to indicate that the
blood is being donated to the S.U. account in
Burger's name.
No particular blood type is required, Barbara
said.
Students or faculty who are unable to donate
today can still assist the Burgers. The Blood
Bank, located at Madison and Terry, is open
from 8:30 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday and 8:30 a.m.-5
p.m. Friday, Saturday, and Tuesday. Donors are
reminded to specify the recipient.
Burger, who will be 50 next month, is a business agent for the Retail Clerks Union. Barbara
is one of two children in the Burger family.
THE BURGERS are counting on S.U.s generosity. The investment you make today would
be small in terms of the rewards.
See you at the BloodMobile.
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by Don Nelson
Today you may be able to help prolong a
man's life. It would take about half an hour of
your time, a pint of your blood, and a small
measure of good will.
The man is Mr. Donald Burger, father of S.U.
freshman Barbara Burger, a business management major from Salem, Ore.
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Coed Appeals for Blood Donations
As Father Undergoes Operation
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It Was a Disaster'

Alumni, Seniors Ponder Reunion

by Kathy McCarthy
Managing Editor
They graduated in a time of
Homecoming courts, formal
dances, and spirit-charged bas-

ketball games.

THEY'RE RETURNING for
within Diversity"— a new
approach to the dance-game concept, combining cv 1 1 ur a 1 ex"Unity

change and a casual, BYOB

alumni-student get-together.
Dick Dwyer and John Forrester, '51 graduates, and Jim Stark
and Agnes Jacobsen, '61 graduates, will attend this year's
Homecoming, a special reunion
for their classes.
Margie Weller, a general busi-

ness senior, and Tom Mitchell,
a senior physics major, see this

year'sHomecoming through stu-

dent eyes.
Why Homecoming?
"I've been wondering," admitted Mrs. Jacobsen, a housewife returning for the first time.
"I'm coming because it's a reunion for my class."

"IT MAKES the alumni feel
young again," Mitchell thinks.
"But it has no real use for me
since I don't particularly care
to dance and neither does my

—

wife.
"For the students, it's an occasion for a formal danee a
high class social deal," he continued. "But it doesn't have
much appeal for the proletar-

iat."

Forrester, general alumni
homecoming chairman, feels the
traditional Homecoming is no
longer relevant.

"THIS (cultural day, alumnistudent dance) may be a unique
aDproach that can be used in
other schools," he explained. "It
adds a little more depth."
"Homecoming is a chance to
see and talk with friends you
went to school with." said Jim
Stark, who now works for Peoples National Bank." Dick
Dwver agreed.
"Tradition doesn't seem to
mean as much
" as when we were
in school Stark added. "With
the racial situation and the variNO CLASSES

Monday,

President's

January 25, is the
Holiday

and

classes are officially dismissed. Classes will resume on
Tuesday, Jan. 26.

Dawn, a
ous factions, it has a more se- idea. His daughter,
and he
S.U.
originally
sophomore,
attends
than
rious air
was
is looking forward to attending
intended."
Margie says she "sat back and the same dance.
"The face -to -face confrontawatched" in the past three years
alumbut always thought of Homecom- tion(between students andidea,"
ni) at the dance is a good
ing as a "really big deal."
Forrester said. "Cultural day
"THERE ISN'T as much em- and Better Look at Yourself
phasis the last couple of years," Night are good ideas, too."
she noted. "They're not trying
Mrs. Jacobsen thinks Better
to make it as glamorous."
Look at Yourself Night sounds
Stark recalled his freshman "fascinating. The Sunday CulHomecoming as "a disaster."
tural Day is a family affair.
"We put together a class float We'll probably go if we're able."
—I think it was a mountain— for
Mitchell offered Cultural Day
the parade," he explained. "It
as an activity "advertised for
fell apart."
Mrs. Jacobsen remembers the all from which everybody could
queens and courts the tradition. benefit."
"I'm sorry they're gone," she
Would the grads send their
said. "I must sound old-fash- children to S.U.?
ioned."
For Dwyer, the answer is obyes.
viously
THE COURT was "part of the
Mrs. Jacobsen. Stark and Forthe
the
frosting
on
attraction
rester agreed it would be nice,
cake," Stark recalled.
they wouldn't like to restrict
but
Mitchell,
Forrester, '51, and
children's choices.
their
'71, both see the queen concept
as obsolete and due to be re"IF SOMEONE would leave
tired.
me a large sum of money, I'd
be glad to," was how Stark
"I REALLY like the black- phrased it.
combination,"
Margie
white
Will the '71 grads be coming
said. "And I'd like to go to as
for future Homecomings?
back
many events as possible. I'm
"If I'm still in Seattle, I
glad to see the effort made to
would," Mitchell decided.
inc'ude the alumni."
"Ten years is a long way,"
Dwyer was definite in his
opinion that separate alumni Margie said. "But I'd really like
and student dances were a bad to."

—
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Business Clubs Revise
ASB; Council Formed
The Associated Students of

Business, inactive last year,has

Today at 11 a.m. there will be
a convocation for the School of
Business in Pigott Auditorium.
All business and economics
classes have been excused to
attend the convocation.

been revamped and revitalized.
The new ASB consists of a
student advisory council with
seven representatives from the
business clubs and fraternities.
DR. GERALD Cleveland, Dean
The council will try to solve
problems presented to it by the of the School of Business, will
student body or submit prob- address the group on the ASB.
Representatives from the busilems directly to the dean.
ness clubs and fraternities will
WHILE in the past the ASB explain the purpose of their
was a participative body, this clubs, their organization and
new ASB is a unifying agent, activities. Newly elected acting
according to Dennis Flynn,Mar- ASB president, Richard Zackketing Club president. "The club rison, will also speak.
The ASB includes the Acrepresentatives will work together, allowing for coordina- counting Club, the Marketing
tion of activities."
Club, Pi Sigma Epsilon, Alpha
The ASB plans to schedule Kappa Psi,
Beta Gamma Sigone general event each quarter
and will hold a Spring Banquet ma, Phi Chi Theta, and the
Management Club.
this quarter.

Well-Traveled Jesuit Emphasizes
Actor to Make Debut
Understanding, Kindness For Others In Rep's "Richard II"
by Dwight K. Fujikawa
"Simplicity, kindness, love
and understanding," said S.U.
Spanish instructor Fr. Mario
Bovone, S.J., are his approaches to relating to people. His
well-balanced personality, which
should make him an enjoyable
teacher, and his firm philosophy
of life and opinions of various
issues makes Fr. Bovone quite
an individual, not to mention his
experiences as a world traveller.
It seems that from the time
Fr. Bovone was born in Uruguay
45 years ago, he hasn't been
able to lead a placid, quiet life.
Fr. Bovone has studied various
subjects, from philosophy to the
study of the Amoy language. He
has studied in Argentina, at
Gonzaga University in Spokane,
Washington, in Japan, Canada,
the Philippines and Formosa
(Taiwan).
HE HAS taught English,Spanish Literature and Spanish basically in the same countries he
studied. Fr. Bovone noted that
meeting, relating to and learn-

Museum Offers
Japanese Art

Rare Japanese art treasures
from prehistoric times to the
recent past are represented in
a Seattle Art Museum, Volunteer Park exhibit now showing
through March 21.
The exhibition, Traditions of
Japanese Art: Selections from
the Kimiko and John Powers
Collectionof Japanese Art, is the
largest private collection of such
art outside Japan.
INCLUDED ARE ancient Buddhist sculpture and paintings,
ink paintings of the Muromachi
period, decorative screens of the
Momoyama and Edo periods, as
well as paintings, ceramics, lacquer and calligraphy.
Accompanying the exhibition
is a book-catalogue of scholarly
essays and comparative material on the art. The catalogue was
prepared b y t h c faculty and
graduate students of Harvard
and Princeton Universities under
the direction of Prof. John Rosenfield and Prof. Shujiro Shimada respectively.
Special tours will be offered
at 2 p.m. daily. A "voluntary"
admission fee will be charged.

DanforthFoundation
To Interview Seniors

Two S.U. seniors, Deborah McPherson and Starr Tavenner,
have been selected for interviews by the ReadingCommittee
of the D a n f o r t h Foundation.
They are among the 390 students
selected for this further consideration from 1,800 applicants for
Danforth Graduate Fellowships.
The Fellowship program was
established in 1951 to provide
aid and financial support to college seniors and recent graduates who plan to become college
teachers. The initial award is
for one year, but the Fellowship
is renewable for a total of four

ing about the people of different
lands has been one of his great-

est experiences.

In his relations with the
world's people, Fr. Bovone has

become proficient in English,

Mandarin, Amoy, Japanese,
French, Portuguese and Latin.
For the simple reason that Fr.
Bovone's parents were from

Italy, he also speaks Italian.
Just for the record, Fr. Bovone
hasn't planned to settle down in
Seattle permanently.
Thus an odyssey which began
when Fr. Bovone entered the
Argentine Province of the Society of Jesus now puts him back
inWashington State after roughly twenty years, and still the
odyssey will continue.
FR. BOVONE doesn't find it
difficult to expresshimself. He's
spontaneous and honest. He is
a practical, conservative man,
believingin a sense of responsibility and purpose.
Contrary to popular belief, Fr.
Bovone doesn't believe that all
of the young people belong in
college, although they may have
the money and intelligence. In
his opinionknowledge should be
applicable and not merely a
status symbol for the students'
parents or the student.
The popular belief that vocational schools are second rate
schools disturbs Fr. Bovone.
Many students who should be
attending a vocational school
are not because of social pressures, he contends.
On the subject of a perfect
faculty and a perfect educational institution, Fr. Bovone feels
that it is an impossibility; as
much an impossibility as having

SC

Theater in England.
At a press conference Friday
changed a scalpel for a scepter. afternoon, Ross remarked that
The 35-year-old actor and star Chamberlain faced greatodds in
of the former television series accepting the "Hamlet" role, as
"Dr. Kildare" will make his Englishmen are generally someAmerican Shakespearean stage whatskeptical of American abildebut as "Richard II" for the ity to do Shakespeare. Kildare"
BESIDES the "Dr.
Seattle Repertory Theatre.
The classic is slated to open series, Chamberlain has also perMarch 6 for a five-week run at formed in a Broadway musical
version of "Breakfast at Tifthe Seattle Center Playhouse.
started as Julie ChrisCHAMBERLAIN'S appearance fany's,"
"Petulia," and
in the title role was announced tie's husband in
then
London for a
gone
on
to
by
SRT's
in a joint statement
ManagingDirector Duncan Ross BBC appearancein Edith Wharand Producing Director Peter ton's "Portrait of a Lady."
Special student performances
Donnelly.
Chamberlainrecently won will be given March 5 at 8 p.m.;
praise from London drama crit- March 15 at 1 p.m.; March 16
ics for his portrayal of "Hamlet" at 2 p.m. and March 31 at 1
at the Birmingham Repertory p.m. Price is $3 with I.D.

by Marilyn Swartz

Richard Chamberlain has ex-

FR. MARIO BOVONE, S.J.
a perfect student body. Food
for thought?
AT THIS TIME Fr. Bovone is
a student as well as a teacher.
He presently is working for his
master's degree in Latin American history. He holds that the
purpose of a student attending
college is to get an education to
acquire knowledge. He doesn't
believe in the mixture of politics with the process of learning.
Easy flowing communication
can take place with Fr. Bovone
for he possesses a fine sense of
humorand a certain type of con-

IITTI F MAN ON

CAMPUS

geniality.
Although Fr. Bovone is conservative in nature he said that,
"The more we ask, the more we
learn"which has a sound of
youthful idealisnrin it.
There is one thing Ididn't find
out: where WILL Fr. Bovone
be heading next?
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Maul 'em. Chiefs!

Style Crest Beauty Salon
1009 Boren (near Madison)
Bring this ad for your next
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MA2-1009

Shampoo Set & Hair Cut
$JJ CQ regular $7.00

First
Baptist
Church

ASK FOR A DISCOUNT CARD
OpenEvenings by Appointment
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The Forum
Celebrations

Welcome S. U.
Guys & Gals!

Harvard at Seneca
EA 5-6051

— Church School

9-30 a m.

—All Ages

Elective Series:

Education"
Dr. James Goodman
Vice-Provost Univ. of Wash.
"Busting and

—

—

I1:00 a.m. Worship

Service

"Is Jesus for Real7"
August M. Hinti
Walter B. Pulliam

Thursday, January 21,

2

Welcome Back Alumni!

"
" TIRES
TUNE UPS

.

'

LUBR.CAT.ONS

RICK SAMATA
12th & E. Marion
Union 76 Service
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Old Reunions: 5 Band, Fish

letters to editor

$

by Ann Standaert
And now for a brief look at
Homecoming past (and a few
other interesting notes.)
February, 1937, was the date
of the first official Homecoming.
It was a three day affair featuring a banquet, an open house, a
basketball game and an informal dance the price of which,
for a limited time only, was 90
cents.

AT THE SAME TIME, The
Spectator was sponsoring a contest to name the annual, a new
feature that year. The winner
received a free copy.
In 1939, the Homecomingcommittee received a grand total of
$20 to finance the festivities. The

■BuH

ent company, the total cost for

black band

To the Editor:
Your editorial of January 19,
1971, stated that "much has
been done to avoid the bitter
conflicts that interrupted Homecoming 1970." We find it more
important to state that "much"
has been done to promote this
this year's theme, "Unity Within Diversity." All of our activithis theme.
ties revolve around
Tonight's post - game dance
will feature the S.M. Unlimited,
a rock and jazz group of mixed
racial makeup.
Friday's "Better Look At
Yourself Night" is devoted essentially to the Black-White
struggle. Incorporated into the
program will be skits performed
by Teatro Inigo and the Student
Afro American Movement for
Equality. Music will be provided
by an S.U. folk group, Far Cry
and a black student, Connie
Rayford.
The Homecoming dance on
Saturday will feature three
bands, The Springfield Rifle,
Norm Hoagy and his Orchestra,
and the Versatiles, a black band.
Lt.
Cultural Day is devoted to
Governor John
TEN YEARS AGO Washington State
the diverse ethnic
Cherberg placed the coveted Homecoming Queen crown recognizing makeup
and
racial
of Seattle
above the beaming face of Spectator editor Walli Zimmer- University. The Homecoming
man. She is now Mrs. Eugene F. Schneider and works for theme will be highlighted
through ethnic foods, arts and
the OregonJournal in Portland.

largest single expense was the
band— ss.
"A Century of Progress" was
the theme of the 1941 Homecoming held inMay of that year. To
carry out that theme, the committee consisted of exactly 100.
A special feature that year was
a Date Bureau for all those
bashful people who found it
hard to find dates by themselves.
May, 1946, was the beginning
of the formal Homecoming
Dance. Previously,it had been
traditionallyinformal.
THAT YEAR also saw the introduction of the grade point
system as we know it.
Homecoming 1951 included the
traditional open house, game
and dance. A 17 game winning
streak was snapped as the
Chiefs lost to Gonzaga, 72-71.
In 1951, SeattleU. had four sets
of twins on its registrationrolls.

350 letterhead and envelopes
came t o $45.00. Furthermore,
goldink costs the same as black
ink.
Without student, faculty, and
alumni participation in Homecoming activities, you can be
sure S.U. will blow it in the
clutch in achieving its theme.
The Homecoming Committee is
not interested in promoting its
own ego, but promoting S.U. and
its Unity Within Diversity.
the Homecomingcommittee
Lenzy Stuart
Bryce McWalter
Frank McHugh

C. Lidzbarski

Kathy Byrnes
Mary Benckert
Pete Berard

DaVerneBell
Elaine Duhamel
J. Bradstetter
Jay Allers
Marsha Frantz
Jeff Kirst
Dana Nickerson

dance confusion

To the Editor:
Iknow there are misunderstandings concerning the article
(Tuesday) under Black Perspective. Iwant it understood that
it does represent the majority
of Black students, not just the
undersigned few. The article
for a Black band was handed
crafts, souvenirs, fashion show in Monday afternoon and the
A specialHomecoming feature and entertainment. Student rep- Versatiles, a black band, was
in 1956 included two faculty- resentation will come from fif- signedMondaynight.
alumni games— one for women teen ethnic backgrounds.
We were not denouncing any
and one for men. It was reHomecoming Committee of the other Homecoming activiThe
stricted to alumni over thirty, had to
— work with a limited ties or any one person. Iknow
however.
budget no waste was possible. this confusion concerning the
Editorial issues that year in- In
to make it, a great dance won't happen next year
cluded lowering the voting age dealorder
ingenuity
of
had to be em- because either Ior one of my
and tax support for private ployed. The company
that gen- "brothers" will be a co-chairschools. (Sound familiar?)
erally prints S.U. stationary man of the music committee.
Diana Croon
SPORTS PAGES proudly an- charges $62.50 for 100 letterhead
BellarmineHall
nounced the fact that ElginBay- and envelopes.Through a differlor was well on his way.
In 1961, posters announced the
56th annual Homecoming but
careful checking revealedthat it
was actually only the 25th.
THREE MALE students made
.history during the 1966 HomeBallroom.
by Lenzy Stuart
coming rally by swallowing 120
Homecoming
Chairman
Original plans made last
goldfish each. The year before
response to the articles Spring included having a black
In
the recordhadbeen 24.
written in last Tuesday's Spec- band play at the Homecoming
Herb Alpert and the Tijuana tator
under Black Perspective dance. Due to union contract
Brass and a treasure hunt worth
editorial, we the mem- difficulties, a delay ensued in
and
the
$50 were Homecoming features
the Homecoming Com- hiring a black band. As of Janof
bers
that year.
mittee want to make it very uary 15, a statement was made
clear that a black band has to a SAAME representative that
been signed to play at the Home- a black band would in fact be
coming Dance, Saturday, Jan. hired. Original Homecoming
23, 1971. The name of the band plans have been fulfilled.
is the Versatiles, a jazz and
We look for everyone's suprock group. This band will play port and presence at the Homefor two hours in the Grand coming Dance this Saturday.

black perspective

I
I"It takes up where
ISound of Music' left off!" I
William Wolf, Cue Magazine
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NOW PLAYING

TICKETS AT BOX OFFICE OR BY MAIL
PH. MU 2-0272. BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY 10 AM

ALL SEATS RESERVED
'
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BREWSTER
"

CLOUD

'BREWSTER HAS ENOUGH MATERIAL FOR A
DOZEN ORDINARY COMERIES!"
1

—

Joseph Gelmis, Newsday

"ONE OF THE FUNNIEST FLICKS I'VE EVER SEEN!"
—John Perrault, VillageVoice
"I LAUGHED OUT LOUD AT 'BREWSTER

In

/

■ Hi

ABC PICTURES CORP PRESENTS
AN ANDHEW AND VIRGINIA STONt
PRODUCTION
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— Vincent Canby, New York Times
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"THE MOST LIBERATING. WILD, COMIC CRITIQUE
OF CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY SINCE THE MARVELOUSLY MAD COMEDIES OF THE 1930S!"

—

Paul Zimmerman, Newsweek

"HILARIOUS, WITTY AND INTELLECTUALLY

WILD."

lift Han
HistDie
...A THRILLER
NOW PLAYING

William Wolf, Cue Magaiine

DISTRIBUTED BY CINERAMA RELEASING

"ANYONE INTERESTED IN FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
IS GUARANTEED HIS MONEYS WORTH." wa,,s, Joma,
mm, ■
CONTACT
i
w
~r-^l|/V M7|f
DOROTHY MATIN
FOR GROUP SALES
INFORMATION MU 2-0347 "■'''■"■'"■nrra'iaiM
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ANOTHER FUNNY FILM FROM
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Alpha Phi Omega Taps Officers

Half Time Debut

Bold Soul Sisters Add
For Service Fraternity Direction Spice to School Spirit
by Colleen Kinerk
A group of 16 black women
want to provide S.U. and the
black community with a brand
of school spirit that is spiced

tional president Diana Croon devises intricate steps for the

girls to perform.
The group boasts a generous
portion of natural dance knowwith a little soul.
how. One energetic sidekick,
BeLinda Higgins, a sophomore Marcia Kemp, combines rapid
group spokesman explained, fire humor and professional
"We are not cheerleaders. The zeal as she directs the dancing
Sisters originated with the in- lines.
tent of getting the black women
The Bold Soul Sisters will
together."
make
their debut as half-time
S.U. already claims a tradi- entertainers tentatively accomcheerleadingsquad.
Why
tional
panied by a black group, "Bold
did the group feel the need for Express." Performances are
their presence in a similar ca- scheduled for the basketball
pacity? BeLinda Higgins re- games on Jan. 26 and Feb. 20.
plied, "Cheerleaders are cool, The latter date is anxiously labut they don't give our boys the beled "YIP" because the game
support they need. Black and the girls will be televised.
women on campus wanted a
group other than Spurs, for exThe group previously sponample, where they could idensored
a jazz session at the Cultify and be themselves in their
tural
Center. Future activities
own environment."
will include raffles, dances, picparties
nics and parties.
THE GROUP is not a techni- held after games The
will
decal offspring of the ASSU. They signed to introduce blackbeplayas
to
themselves
rather
refer
of the opposing team to
an autonomous sister organiza- ers
players and members of S.U.
tion of SAAME. Financial and
moral support has been pledged
THE CLUB plans to try their
by the newly founded Black
fingers in the political pie.
Alumni Association.
Diana Croon explained, "We
The girls haven't incurred are also in support of getting
any great monetary debts. more black faculty members
Their largest expenditures have and black classes on the
been in the "time and energy campus. We will participate in
pfiotoby bob kegel
department".
activities and committees."
Benoit, Tris Carlson, and Tom Kauth. Seated
Practice sessions are conductNEW A PHI O OFFICERS include, back row
The group is aware of the inJim
Fitterer,
are,
McGuire,
adviser,
left,
unpretentious
James
at
Connolly,
left,
from
Jim
Brad
Paul
Dr.
and
ed in an
room
positive and negative,
terest,
Kolasinski.
Williams, Bob Wilson, and Paul Schwaighart.
the Connolly Center which reg- that they have aroused. They
ularly vibrates with a heavy,
Front row, from left, Bob Parker, President Jim
the familiar reaction on
persuasive beat. The girls mean cite
campus as being "what are we
business. Music from the Rare all about?"
Earth album gives the signal for
No Spec Tuesday
a rhythmic unison of hip-swaydelight
Much to the
of a
THE ANSWER is best shelved
ing, finger-snapping, arm-swinggood many people (including
they run through temporarily until the Sisters are
ing
Sisters
as
most of the staff), there will
introduced into the public limedance patterns.
be no issue of The Spectator
light. The girls, a majority of
eyestyle
unique
The
is
and
next Tuesday because of the
catching as curious admirers whom are freshmen, have manFRIDAY
TUESDAY
holidayMonday. Affectionate
to squirm out of the tooSpectator: Staff meeting at 2
Gamma Sigma Phi: Special will testify. "I watch them be- aged
fans of this beloved student
tight
club stereotype in orpep
Anyone
sexy,"
in
the
newsroom
they
are
one anonp.m.
cause
tj
jn Marfan
t 7;30
publication can expect the
der to forge an original brand
,
interested in being on the staff nn,
admitted.
ymous
viewer
next thrill-packed edition
Attendance mandatory.
of sideline participation.
is welcome
Thursday, Jan. 28. Articles
Despite the repercussions, the
INDEED
their
routines
would
A
for publication in that issue
10 not
Yacht Club: 7
easily found in a text- Bold Soul Sisters have the poTutoring
for
the
rebe
must be submitted by noon
tarded at 10 a.m. in Liberal Barman 401. New members m- book manual on cheerleading. tential to sock it to you with no
the daybefore.
vited.
Arts.
With chalk in hand, organiza- apology for the cliche.

—

Spectrum of Events
January 21-26
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One-Half Block North of Bailormine Hall
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The Yacht
Club Lives!

TWO HORN BLASTS open the Montlake Bridge as the
"Pnuma" motors through the Lake Washington Ship Canal.
Planned activities for the club include regattas, weekend
cruises, and moonlight cruises. Membership is ten dollars
a year, including training in seamanship.

S. U. YACHT CLUB President Karl Brenner sails his 30-foot
sloop "Pnuma" out of Union Bay on Lake Washington. A
15-foot S.U.Y.C. burgee streams from the mast. The club
itself owns five boats, three Penguins, an OK Dinghy, and
a Lido 14. All are available to qualified Yacht Club members.

Photos by Bob Kegel
and Carol Johnson

BRENNER RAISES the "Pnuma's" Dacron mainsail. Three
hundred square feet of canvas move the sloop at up to seven
knots. Brenner, a junior language major, lives on his boat
which he berths at LakeUnion.
THE "PNUMA" rendezvous off Kirkland with the "Blue Dolphin," a 38-foot

cabin cruiser skippered by S.U.Y.C. Vice President Ernie Merlino. Weekend cruises wilj, 'oe aboard the two boats. A special meeting for new members will t» c held Tuesday, January 26, in Barman 404. All interested student* are invited.
Thursday, January 21, 1971, /The Spectator/
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Chiefs Need Vocal Fans Tonight
by Sue hill
Sports Editor

After playing 14 games, the
Chieftains are staggering on the
wayside, with a record of six

Ogden was, "You better believe
we are looking for a return

match."

TONIGHT THE Chieftains play
Homecoming game in the
their
eight
wins and
losses.
Coliseum
for that re-match, only
The loss to Weber State on
time, the team hopes the
this
heart15,
106-77,
Jan.
was a
will be reversed.
breaking defeat to Big Chief tide
The outlook is good for the
Bucky. The obviously partisan hoopmen as long as Captain
crowd (6000) had a lot to do Giles can refrain from being exwith the Wildcat victory. Buck- pelled from action, and Greg
waiter was quoted in the Post Williams can out-score and outIntelligencer as saying:
rebound 6' 8" All-American candidate Willie Sojourner.
"THE CROWD here (Ogden,
But that cannot be assured.
Utah) is wild. They not only in- Not
until 10 p.m. tonight will
timidated our team but also the any S.U.
fan know whether the
oficials."
individual and team efforts of
Bucky told The Spectator: the warrioir clad team will pre"It's always tough playing on vail.
Weber State's home court, as
the crowd intimidates play so
TIP-OFF ACTION will begin
much."
at 8 p.m. The game will be
The first comment Buckwalter broadcast live over KISW (99.9
expressed after the game in FM).

.

WILLIE BLUE, 6 ft. 3 in.
senior forward, will be
one of the Chiefs out
to avenge the team's
roadloss when they meet
Weber St. tonight in the
'71 Homecominggame.
Blue, from Tampa, Fla.,
is averaging9.5 points
per game.The easygoing,
popular Bluemay weli
be a starter tonight
for Coach Bucky
Buckwalter.

Doddering Dribblers Totter Out
For Duel of Aging Chieftains
by Randy Santo

Can Johnny O'Brien loft his
hook shot over the outstretched
arms of 6 ft. 7 in. ErnieDunston?
They'll settle the issue tonight
when the 1951 go-goChiefs tangle
with the leaping 1961 Chieftains
at halftime of the S.U.-Weber

EDDIE O'BRIEN, circa 1951,
will look a little different
tonight but will still show his
ball-handlingskill.

State Homecoming game.
The contest will bring back
to the court an illustrious band
of ball-players who razzle-dazzled fans from two different
eras. Headlining the 1951 squad
will be the O'Brien twins, Johnny

Fan support means more to
athletes than supporters can imagine.In the followingemotional
feelings of the Chieftain players
about tonight's Homecoming

and Eddie.

-

—

the 1953 All America team.
Brother Eddie, now S.U.s athletic director, fed the pivot for
numerous assists but still found
time to score 1,237 career points

—

himself.

—

JOHNNY O'BRIEN, circa
1951, on his way to 2,733
career points.He hopes to
add a few more tonight.

The key to success for the
Both teams have been work- 1951 Chiefs will lie in their abiling out for the past few days in ity to control big Ernie Dunston.
preparation for tonight's show- Ed O'Brien had this comment:
down. They seem to have main- "We don't propose to stop him
tained their shooting eyes but —we're just going to outscore
him!"
not quite all of their wind.

Fieser, and Hal Rose.

A Phi O's Go Down in Frat Bowl
IK's Flushed with Grid Success
THE A PHI O's, despite missing several starters, played gallantly, but to no avail. The
Thursday, January
6

—

—

'"

After several unsuccessful
years, the I.X.'s finally finished
the football season on a winning
note Sunday, by defeating the
rival A Phi O's, 56-6, before a
cheering crowd at Broadway
Field.

game, enthusiastic home court
crowds appear paramount:
Mike Gilleran "The antagonistic crowd in Ogden bothered
us. This time we have the home
court advantage."
Greg Williams "Everybody's
got to come to the game. We'll
beat them even if we have to
win by half a point."
MARK VAN ANTWERP
"Theyhad the crowd advantage.
This time we'll have it."
Adolph Sanchez
"It will be
more than just a game. We've
got some personal and rivalry
grudges to settle with them. The
crowd was so biased down there
that it added much tension to
the game.We're better than they
are."
—
Gary Ladd "Who do we have
"
to contend with?None of them!
Steve Bravard "We're going
to win this time! We hope to hold
them under 75 points or as close
to that as we can get."
Willie Blue— "lt won't be the
same this time. We'll beat them
by 40 20, or even s— but whatever it is we'll win!
ELLIS PORTER— "Ihope we
play a better game. If everybody plays a tight defense it
should be a different game."
Tom Giles— "lt won't be the
same type of game. Last time

—

JOHNNY, WHO 20 years ago

was at a trim 160 lbs., baffled
opponents for a career total of
2,733 points and earneda spot on

Others who will perform for
the 1951 team, which posted a
32-5 record, will be Stan Glowaski (1,308 career points), Jack
Doherty, Wayne Sanford, Jack
*
Johanson, and Don Ginsberg.
They'll no doubt need a coach
to whip this overweight crew
back into shape, and planning
the strategy and working the
bench will be none other than
the "Big Horse," Al Brightman.
Brightman helped put S.U. on
the basketball map with his exciting winning teams.
THE 1961 squad will prove to
be a formidable foe, sporting a
talented and impressive line-up
themselves. Opening in the pivot
will be leaping Ernie Dunston.
Dunston and Tommy (Shotgun)
Shaules led their team to a 19-8
record and a trip to the NCAA
regionals.
Dunston had this to say about
stopping "Jofeffly 0: "He may
have lost some of his speed but
he's deceptive. You can bet he
still has the moves and knowhow of an Ail-American."
Others playing for the 1961
team will be Bob Smither, Don
Amundson, Jack Fitterer, Jack
Forrester, Don Janicke, Bob

Players Tell Feelings:
Fans Bolster Morale

all-v'°teran I.K. offense, led was scored by Randy Filligam.
THE GAME marked the end
by Kevin Madden, scored every
time they hau nossession of the of several intramural seniors'
ball. The scoring was spear- careers, including George Wilheaded by Madden ana J°e Fio- ber, Jon Nichols, Jim Mitchell,
retti with two touchdowns eaTh. Tom Roach along with coaches
Mike Sherman, Mcl Williams, Sam Fuoco and Tom Villirs.
Bob Chambers, and John Feur£C*h the A Phi O's and I.X.'s
erstein each had one TD. Mike thank Nltx^ Theobald,Phil Kuder
er, Randy Sa2*° and Pat Derr
Panisko kicked 5-7 PAT's.
The lone A Phi O touchdown
for officiating the g?me.
21, 1971/ /The Spectator

"

they were here for Homecoming
we beat them 100-66. We hope
that's indicative of tonight's
game."
Assistant coach Bernie Simpson "Our practices have shown
that they learned a lot from
that recent road trip. Because
we have the home court advantage, we should have an excellent chance of beating them.
But we need the roar of the
crowd!"
Head coach Bucky Buckwalter
—"We'll put every effort forth
to win this one. Weber State's
student support gave them a
tremendous lift in Ogden. We
hope our students can give us
the same support. If so— then
we'll give them a real run."
Assistant coach Mike Acres
"After practicing this week on
our defense, Ithink we're prepared better defensively. Ihope
we will have all players ready
for action."
Coach Acres is referring to
Mike Collins who has been bothered by bursitis in his shoulder,
Ellis Porter and his knee, and
Bradd Beaver and Lenzy Stuart
who both have had a touch of
the flu.

—

—

Party Friday
All S.U. students are invited
to a party at the S.U. Cultural
Center, from 10 p.m.-2 a.m. Fridays. The party will be sponsored by the Kappa Alpha Psi
Scroller Club.

CUMULATIVE STATISTICS, FOURTEEN (14) GAMES
}Reg Williams
like Collins
Jary Ladd
'om Giles
Villie Blue
;teve Bravard
/lark Van Antwerp
idolph Sanchez
-enzy Stuart
flike Gilleran
tradd Bever
EAM REBOUNDS
U. Totals

.Jpponents

FT
RBD TP AVG
43-63 139 223 15.92
14 91-176
41-60 115 223 15.92
22-31
13 85-198
35 192 14.76
14 70-165
24-36
52 164 11.71
14 40-96
53-65
56 133 9.50
14 35-83
42-69
96 112 8.00
14 21-52
24-32
60
63 4.50
13 12-30
11-15
18
35 2.69
12 8-21
2-6
12
18 1.50
11 5-10
3-5
16
13 1.18
9 2-11
1-2
8
5 0.44
94
14 459-1029 263-384 702 1181 84.30
14 425-1035 355-509 753 1205 86.00

G

FG

14 90-187

Beat Weber State!

Successful Year for Gorman

Results in Tennis Scholarship
by Sue

hill
Sports Editor
Fourth ranked tennis player
in the United States and 1968
anS.U. graduate Tom Gorman,
nounced yesterday the presentation of a scholarship to be
used by our intercollegiate tennis team.

Chiefs' Basketball Spies
Report On Enemy Ground

Bernie Simpson, S.U. assist- portantly to a scout's judgeant basketball coach, keeps in- ment, Simpson says. "An extelligence files in plain manila perienced scout can decipher
the types of offense and defense
folders.
employed
by a team. He can
Simpson's not under fire conkeys to the play of
cerning these files because the pick up the
opposition in turn maintains a team."
Simpson offers one key to the
files on the S.U. staff, players
Utah State team again. They
run one side of the court 75
percent of the time.

and plans.

SUCH FILES can be worth 10
or 12 game points in Simpson's
view. The basketball staff therefore scouts all the scheduled
opponents in the Western region
of the U.S.
"We do as much homework as
possible on a coach and his
team. Much of the basic patterns
don't change from year to year.
"Many teams are like university profs who use the same
notes, year after year."

DURING THE press conference yesterday, Gorman said
"I am grateful for the education Ireceived at S.U. and the
opportunity Iwas afforded to
compete nationally as a player
on the Chieftain tennis team."
Gorman added, "I have been
fortunate in my current tennis
competition and am delighted
to be able to finance a scholarship for the S.U. tennis team."
"Iplan to continue supporting
the scholarship as long as Iam
on the tennis tour," Tom said.

TENNIS COACH Mark Frisby
and freshman tennis playerMike
Prineas were on hand to ack-

nowledge the scholarship.
The idea of the scholarship
came when at the age of 11,
after playing baseball and tennis, Tom abandoned his.dream
of playing for the New York
Yankees and turned his dream
in the direction of the Davis
cup.
Last year, Tom was chosen as
TOM GORMAN
one of the representatives on
the American Davis Cup team.
But after many practice sesTHE ATTRACTION of travelsions, they cut the active play- the best non-contract pro.
Last year Tom concluded his ing is one of the reasons why
ing squad to four. The former
second year on the tour after tennis has been appealing to
S.U. graduate was not picked playing
Tom. He remembers when travin 13 countries.
for that squad, and consequentLast night he left for Buffalo eling to Yakima, Bremerton
ly saw no action.
a big thrill.
to start six more months of ten- and Vancouver was Paris,
Engcompare that to
But
take
him
travel,
nis
which
will
GORMAN, who is not labeled
you'll
and
Germany,
land
and
Paris,
and
esCaribbean,
to the
as a contract pro, but rather sentially
over the whole world see why tennis still attracts
as an independent pro or a nonhim.
again.
contract pro, decided to stay
amateur this year so that, "I
could have another chance to
actively play on this year's
Davis Cup squad."
If Tom is chosen to play this
year, he said, that after the
can offer isn't enough to live
by Pat Curran
tournament is over, he'd "condiversity,
without on."
Unity within
template turning pro."
That paraClaude Norris, a black student
unlimited
funds.
when
Tom
was
years
ago
Six
at S.U., assists the staff as a
position
phrases
the
financial
19 years old, he decided to stay
frosh coach.
in the Northwest and play in of the S.U. athletic department
Buckwalter mentionsLou West
local tournaments to gain more and accounts for the lack of a
two varsity playexperience, rather than travel black basketball coach, accord- andBill Jones,year,
as examples
ers
from
last
Bucking
to
head
coach
Morris
to the east and play the hotwould
like to
of
he
personnel
waiter.
shots.
return as athletic departBuckwalter and Ed O'Brien, have
ment members. West and Jones
"THAT DECISION did more S.U. athletic director, affirm
students at the present time.
for my game than almost any- that there will be no black coach are
"West is married and he
hired this year.
thing else," recalled Tom.
works," says Buckwalter.
Asked about who he thought
were the better players in the
LIMITED FUNDS are availDUE TO scarce monies, those
country, the racqueteer respond- able," states Buckwalter."There
ed, "I feel Rod Layer is the are guys you'd love to have blacks who assist the athletic
greatest contract-pro currently come back and coach but who department work for free. Buckon the circuit, and Cliff Richey, can't because the money S.U. waiter names Bo Hunter and

THE SCOUT'S report then is
written from the accumulation
of background and in-person information. Included in the report
are sketches of a team's major
players, diagrams of its offensive and defensive set-ups, and
a game summary.
Simpson gives the report to
Morris Buckwalter, head basketball coach, and from their discussions a game plan develops.
"The plan can change during
scout,
SIMPSON, or any S.U.
Simpson declares.
reads home town news articles the game,"
alter but the immay
Plans
team
doing,
is
on how the team
does not. All
to
scout
petus
files from previous years, and
any other background informa- schools scout the opposition, according to Simpson.
tion available.
"UCLA scouts anyone of near
begins.
A
scouting
Then the
caliber. The University
scout evaluates the type of gym, equal
everythe lighting, and the crowd con- of Southern Cal scouts
one
twice."
it
meets
other
trol as well as numerous
AN S.U. scouting report on
factors.
years
"I look for the difference in Weber State, done several State
that
"Weber
states
ago,
and
at
the
play
team
on
road
crack easy."
home. For instance, Utah State doesn't
Whether scouting reports have
will use a man to man defense,
accuracy will be
or switch to a zone, depending long term
tonight when the
determined
playing."
they're
on where
Experience contributes im- Chiefs meet Weber State.

Support
the
Chiefs

Money Too Limited for Black Coach

on the coaching staff for advice," says Buckwalter.
The S.U. basketball head man
believes that he and his staff
have had good rapport with
black and white players.

Willie Campbell as two men who
aid the basketball staff.
Hunter and Campbell are associated with the Seattle Boys'
Clubs. Campbell was a top center for the University of Ne-

braska.
"These men are blacks in responsible positions to whom the
players can and do go."

"I'VE RECRUITED throughout the country and the black
life-style is different from the
white. The more personnel who
understand the different 1 i f eNEXT YEAR Campbell will styles of people, the better off
coach the Chieftain centers two you are."
or three times a week.
As a hestitant summation,
who
coached
the
LaCour,
Jim
Buckwalter would "hate to see
S.U. frosh for a short period, blacks end up in the same bag
is another person to whom pth- of hate as some whites in the
letes can talk. "It's always true South." He is confident this will
that players seek out others not not happen.
advantage of half-price skiing,
rentals and lessons. PLUS a season's subscription to the
STUDENT SKIER. Enclosed is my S4 for my Student Ski
Card good at over 100 North American Ski Areas plus my
subscription. Valid for college, professional and graduate school students ONLYI Make checks payable to the
Student Ski Association.
H ] Send me information on the Student West Spring Carnival in Squaw Valley.

[ ] YES! I'm ready to take
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■ HALF- PRICE LIFT TICKETS
During the week at over 100 major
ski areas. Western Areas listed
below Application Blank.

MT. SPOKANE

OUTSTANDING AREAS CLOSE TO YOUR CAMPUS

@V\*
sounT£n

$1 OFF SATURDAY and SUNDAY

and EVERY HOLIDAY
HALF-PRICE RENTAL and LESSONS
at most participating areas.

jm

W

M^T
»^

STUDENT SKI ASSOCIATION

I BOX 1230
INCLINE VILLAGE, NEVADA 89450

TELEPHONE

MAILED IN 24 HOURS

—

——
— ——
Mailing Address
Name
City

THE STUDENT SKIER

(702)831-1571

—

——
-State

—

Zip

Year

a worthy subscription to your guide
to student skiing and special rates.

School

"25 to 40% discount on weekdays.

CALIFORNIA. NEVADA: Alpine Meadows [Tahoe City].
Pass
Bear Valley/Mt.Reba. Boreal Ridge (Truckeel. Badger
(Yosemite).Dormer Ski Area (Norden). Goldmine (Big Bear
LakenearL.A.l.HolidayHlll (Wrightwood near L.A.). June
near L.A.).
Mountain (JuneLake).Kratka Ridge ILa Canada
(Soda
Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl (Mt. Shasta). Soda Springs (Reno).
Valley).
Mt. Rose
Springs). Squaw Val ley (Olympic
COLORADO
IDAHO: Aspen Highlands lAspen). Ski
Idlewild (Winter Park).Sunlight(Glenwood Springs). Brundage Mountain (McCall). Grand Targhee (Driggs). Jackass
Ski Bowl (Kellogg),
Crystal Mountain (Enumclawl.
WASHINGTON: OREGON:
Spokane (Spokanel. Ski
Mt Pilchuck (Granite Falls). Mt.Country
(Stevens Pass
Acres (Snoqualmie Pass). Sno
Multorpor
(Government Camp).
(Sisters).
Hoodoo Ski Bowl
Timberline Lodge (Government Camp).
WYOMING' UTAH: Jackson Hole (Teton Village). Snow
King (Jackson).GrandTarghee (Alta). Solitude (Brightonl.

"

none.

Years Skiing:

1-2,

3-4.

more

-

,

-

.

-

— _ ——— — — —

Plus many more areas in 15 other states and Canada.
Rental and ski school discounts on availability basis.
Christmas and New Year's weeks, and
Holidays include
Birthday
at the area's discretion. Feb. 12. Washington's
week and Easter week.

-

_^
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Newsbriefs

Filing to Open for ASSU, Senate Positions
new dimensions

Filing for all six ASSU offices
and senate positions five, six,
A concert by New Dimensions
Members of Spurs are selling
seven, and eight will open on
Homecoming roses and daisies in Music will be presented toTuesday, Jan. 26.
night at 8 p.m. in Teatro Inigo.
The ASSU office will be open throughFriday.
stands
are
from
open
Flower
Dr. Louis Christensen, Fine
9-11:30
a.m. on
for filing from
Tuesday and Thursday and from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Chieftain, Arts department chairman, and
2-4:30 p.m. Tuesday through Lemieux Library, Liberal Arts Local 76 of the American FederFriday. Filing deadline is Fri- building and the Bookstore, and ation of Musicians, through the
during the dinner hours in Bel- Musicians Performance Trust
day, Jan. 29.
larmine.
Fund of the AFM are sponsoring
bring
a
of
copy
Students must
apiece and the complimentaryperformance.
Daisies
sell
10c
for
their transcript when filing. A roses are 25c. A 10c charge is Williams' "Cassandra."
2.25 minimum gpa is required. added for delivery.
The program will include
Candidates for president should
"Birds
and Other Mammals"
presently be juniors, with other
by Glenn Stallcop, "Chamber
offices open to all students.
Music I" by Robert Suderberg,
The primary elections will be
"Synchronisms No. 1 for Flute
Alph
Phi
welcomed
Omega
on Thursday, Feb. 4 and the
Sounds" byMario
andElectronic
seven new members at an ini- Davidovsky and
final on Feb. 11.
Joan Franks
tiation banquet in the Tabard Williams' "Casandra."
Inn Tuesday night. The new
actives are Jim Sarro, Frank
Siderius, Tom Reynolds, Bob
The Management Club has Bunch, John Floyd, John HamA major oil company is offerrecently elected new officers. burger and Jim Johnson.
college students the opportuing
as
is
Emil
president
Serving
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The oil company guarantees
that all students who submit a
completed application will re-

ceive a card.
The deadline for applications
is Feb. 10. For any further information, contact Cecil Jones,

EM 2-4312.

alcohol class
S.U.s 20th annual Symposium
on Alcoholism is being conducted as a telecourse this quarter.
The 20 semi-weekly lectures is
shown from 7-7:30 a.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays on KOMOTV (Channel 4) and repeatedon
Mondays and Wednesdays from
6-6:30 p.m. on KCTS-TV (Channel 9).
THE LECTURES cover all
social,
aspects of alcoholism

—

psychiatric, psychological, physiology and pharmacology, Alcoholics Anonymous, treatment,
rehabilitations, education and

prevention.
The course is taught by Fr.
James Royce, S.J., professor of
psychology and symposium founder.
The course when taken for
credit is titled Psychology 490.
The telecourse is also being
shown in Spokane in cooperation with Gonzaga University

admissions rep

A graduate admissions representative from the United
States International University
of San Diego, Calif., will be on
campus Feb. 4 to talk with students interested in attending the
university's graduate schools of
business administration, human
behavior, or law school.
Anyone interested in speaking with the representative
should contact the Placement
Office. Room 110 in the Bookstore.

HOMECOMING BIDS
Students who have already

purchased their Homecoming
bids for Saturday night's
dance may pick them up today or tomorrow from10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Chieftain or
from 4-6:30 p.m. in Bellarmine.
Students should pick up
their bids where they were
purchased and show their
receipt.
Homecoming buttons are
also now on sale.

CLASSIFIED

over KSPS-TV.
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On Spurs' 'Project Concern'
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Broadway district. EA 3-3244.
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up in north central Tennessee DO YOU typing
done in my home.
cost
in 1968.
Please call MA 3-7342.
Dave Kiesling, a Project Concern worker, will be on campus My&MMHHMHSHMHHB
in a Spur-sponsored appearance
on Jan. 29.
KINS-SIZE Water Bed $50. ShowSPUR EFFORTS have bought
room 1550 E. Olive, EA 9-9484.
a van for transporting people
camper, rebuilt '63 engine
to one of the project's many '60 VW'67
and
transmission. Empe ramclinics.
induction kit, carpeting, curtains;
$1200.EA 4-3346.
A total of 147 doctors, dentists, nurses, pharmacits, techniequipment; new 2-man
SPORTING
cians and volunteers participate
mountain tent (pack). Rip-stop
programs.
in the
nylon, built-in rain fly, accessories. Full price $40.00, EA 9-9484.

—

5 Point Drive In Cleaners
A Complete, Modern Plant
ASK FOR YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT
For 16 Years "THE" Cleaner for S.U.

State Interns
Sought Here
Juniors, seniors and graduate students can now apply to
participate in the 1971 summer
intern program of the State of
Washington.
The program aims to provide
students with the opportunity
to participate in a work-study
position in state government. A
total of 100 intern positions are
available throughout the state
in 25 state agencies.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES are
available for engineering, business administration, community
services, physical education and
biology majors.

Application forms are available in the Student Placement
Office, Room 110 in the Bookstore. Final filing date is Feb.
15, 1971.
A governor'spanel will screen
applications and successful
candidates will be notified by
April 30, 1971.
8

EA 4-4112

Right across from the "Chief"

1

"THEOF FIGARO"
MARRIAGEI
A comic put-on

Stereo AM-FM multiplex tuner, 100
watt amplifier, Gerard turntable
and dust cover, with cueing device. 12 speaker air suspension,
enclosers, headphones, full warranty. Value over $400. 1970
model close-out, only $175. Tape
available limited supply. Studio
1550 East Olive Way, EA 9-9484.

—

—

Down Sleeping Bag and Pack Tent.
Down Bag $35 2 man nylon, 3'/i
Ib. mountain pack tent $24 limited supply. Studio 1550 East
Olive Way, EA 9-9484.

Ski jackets most all sizes and styles.
Close out special 40% off marked
price. Studio 1550 East Olive
Way. EA 9-9484.

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

'60 Ford, good transportation, $175.
546-3207 evenings.

in the Viennese tradition

TONIGHT
Jan. 21, 23. 27, 30

"We Repair All Makes"

(in Italian)

Starring Jean Fenn,

Metropolitan Opera soprano

OPERA HOUSE 8 p.m.

/Thursday, January 21,

Tickets from $6.30
Available at
Bon Marehe Ticket Office
or

SEATTLE OPERA
158 Thomas St., Seattle
MA 2-7406
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FENDER REPAIR

EA 4-6050 1130 Broadway

STUDENTS, would you like to earn
$300 - $500 a month while at
school? Part-time and will not
conflict with studies. Call Bob
McKala, EA 3-8140.

Experienced, mature ad salesman for
twice monthly publication. Must
have own transportation.Expenses
and 25% commission. Equal opportunity employer. MA 2-8515
or MA

2-8516.
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